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15 March 2019 

Tara Morice 

Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 

Level 20, 175 Pitt Street 

Sydney 

NSW 2000 

By email: MTASinquiry@accc.gov.au 

 

Copy to: Tara.Morice@accc.gov.au 

 

 

 

Dear Ms Morice 

 

 

We refer to the ACCC’s declaration inquiry into the Domestic Mobile Terminating Access 

Service (MTAS).  Telstra understands the ACCC is interested in the operation of the 

Australian wholesale Application to Person (A2P) market.  Specifically, the ACCC is seeking 

to clarify why A2P providers predominantly choose on-net over off-net services.  This 

submission sets out Telstra’s views, in particular by explaining the following:  

 

 On-net and off-net services are provided using the same industry wide technical 

standards.   

 There is a very minimal price difference between on-net and off-net messaging.   

 Given the above, the market is competitive, with MNOs competing via the 

provision of value-added services.   

 This means there are no major barriers to customers choosing either on-net or 

off-net services.   

 

This is set out in more detail below.  

 

 

Background 

 

Mobile network operators (MNOs) typically supply wholesale A2P services to message 

aggregators to facilitate the delivery of A2P SMS messages to mobile end-users.  These 

services can either be supplied ‘on-net’ or ‘off-net’.  On-net A2P delivery refers to an MNO 

delivering messages on their own mobile network to end users who are directly connected to 

that network (that is, retail or MVNO end customers).  Off net delivery refers to an MNO 

delivering a message to another MNO’s network for delivery to end users directly connected 

to that third-party network.  The MNO does this via its carrier-to-carrier interconnect 

arrangements with the other MNOs (i.e. SMS MTAS).   

 

 

On-net and off-net delivery are standardised and equivalently priced 

 

Each MNO offers both on-net and off-net services to its A2P customers in a manner 

consistent with the Short Message Peer-to-Peer (SMPP) industry standard.  This is a layer 7 

TCP/IP protocol, developed in 2000.  This consistency across the industry means that 
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aggregators or other parties looking to acquire wholesale A2P services can do so from any 

MNO without facing any major technical barriers.  The difference in price for off-net transit to 

third parties versus on-net direct connection is typically around [c-i-c] cents per SMS 

depending on the volumes and other value added services utilized by the customer across 

their Bulk SMS bundle (discussed below). 

 

The SMPP standard and similar pricing of on and off-net wholesale A2P messages mean 

there are no major barriers for A2P customers to switch from taking up an on-net wholesale 

A2P service with one MNO, to taking up an off-net wholesale A2P service with another 

(beyond any contractual agreements for set periods of time) or alternatively, an A2P operator 

could connect with additional MNOs at a similar price.  If a new entrant to the A2P market 

wished to establish themselves and gain volume they could choose to connect with one or 

multiple MNOs to reach all mobile end-customers. 

 

 

MNOs compete via value added services  

 

Telstra services the wholesale A2P market via its wholesale product ‘Bulk SMS’.  Bulk SMS 

combines a range of value added services which customers can choose to use in a modular 

fashion.  The value added component of these services is a key avenue by which MNOs 

compete to provide services within the wholesale A2P market. 

 

These value added services include: 

 

 SMS delivery - Allows Bulk SMS customers to send large numbers of SMS, which 
can be sent both on-net and off-net.  As noted above, there is a minimal difference in 
cost between on-net and off-net messages.  In Telstra’s experience, approximately [c-
i-c] per cent of messages sent via our Bulk SMS product are on-net.  However, there 
is no barrier to customers sending off-net.  Where a Telstra Bulk SMS customer 
chooses to use the service predominantly for direct connect on-net messages, the 
customer will generally have separate agreements with each MNO.  This is a 
common choice by Bulk SMS customers because it provides redundancy in case a 
sending error occurs or the end-user’s MNO is incorrectly identified.  

 

 Delivery receipts – Provides confirmation to Bulk SMS customers as to how many 

and which messages were delivered.  Delivery receipts are available for both on and 

off-net messages, although are generally more reliable for on-net messages.   

 

 Mobile Station International ISDN numbers and return path - Virtual mobile 

numbers used in the ‘header’ of the A2P SMS enable end-users who receive an A2P 

SMS to identify the sender and respond to the A2P message.  For example, to 

confirm or cancel an appointment in response to an appointment reminder A2P 

message.    

 

Telstra considers the wholesale A2P message market is competitive, with MNOs competing 

for customers via the provision of value-added services.  Customers can exercise choice 

within this market because there are no significant price or technical barriers preventing A2P 

wholesale customers from choosing to use on-net or off-net services.  Although the wholesale 

A2P customers predominantly choose on-net services, there are no market failures which 

prevent these customers from changing to off-net services should they wish to do so.  Telstra 

considers that technical factors such as access to redundancy and greater accuracy of on-net 

delivery receipts are likely to influence A2P wholesale customers’ decisions.  Given the 

market is competitive and A2P wholesale customers can already exercise choice as to 
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whether to send on or off-net messages via multiple competing MNOs, regulatory intervention 

(particularly in the form of ongoing declaration of SMS termination) is not required. 

 

If you would like to discuss this further, please contact Kate Nichols on (02) 9866 2183 or via 

email at Kate.Nichols@team.telstra.com. 

Yours sincerely 
 

 

Jane van Beelen 
Compliance and Regulatory Affairs Executive 
Legal and Corporate Affairs 
Jane.vanBeelen@team.telstra.com 


